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EXXON VALDEZ OIL SPILL DISASTER 

FACT SHEET   

I. Introduction 

With the exception of the Titanic, the Exxon

 

Valdez may be the most infamous 
ship disaster in history.  Alan Haig-Brown, Keeping the Oil Inside the Ships on Prince 
William Sound, 40 Professional Mariner 20 (1999).  The Supreme Court has called the 
spill [t]he most notorious oil spill in recent times and the largest oil spill in United 
States history, United States v. Locke, 529 U.S. 89, 95-96 (2000), and the first President 
Bush called the Exxon

 

Valdez

 

the worst marine environmental disaster this Nation has 
ever experienced.  Statement Upon Signing HR 1465, 26 Weekly Compilation of 
Presidential Documents 1265 (Aug. 27, 1990), reprinted in 1990 U.S.C.C.A.N. 861-1.   

This paper summarizes the key facts regarding the March 24, 1989 Exxon

 

Valdez

 

oil spill, the events leading to it, and the nearly two decades of litigation following the 
spill.  It concludes with the facts relevant to the $5 billion in punitive damages imposed 
on Exxon by the jury, an amount that was reduced by the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals 
to $2.5 billion, and which Exxon asked the Supreme Court to eliminate.  Oral argument 
took place on February 27, 2008.  A timeline of the litigation over the course of the 
almost 18 years since the spill is also available.   

II. The Pipeline Approval Process Gave Exxon Notice of the Risks and 
Consequences of a Major Oil Spill in Prince William Sound 

The story of the Exxon

 

Valdez begins with the discovery of oil at Prudhoe Bay, 
Alaska in 1968.  During the five years between that discovery and the narrow passage of 
the Trans-Alaska Pipeline Authorization Act, the question of the Trans-Alaska pipeline 
[was] a national cause celebre . . . .  In re Flying W Airways Inc., 341 F. Supp. 26, 35 
(E.D. Pa. 1972).  A major focus of the dispute was whether the pipeline should run south 
to Valdez, which would require transporting oil aboard ships, or whether the dangers of 
maritime transport should be avoided by running the pipeline across Canada.   

This dispute was played out in all three branches of government:  in public 
hearings conducted by the Department of the Interior, in litigation, and in congressional 
consideration of whether to authorize the pipeline.  Wilderness Society v. Morton, 479 
F.2d 842, 846-47 (D.C. Cir. 1973); United States Department of the Interior Final 
Environmental Impact Statement, Proposed Trans-Alaska Pipeline (1972).  As one court 
observed during that period, not a month goes by that there is not some prominent 
reference in the media to the ecological dispute, the pending ecological lawsuits, the 
pipeline s engineering problems, the controversy over whether the pipeline should be 
build across Alaska or across Canada, etc.  In re Flying W Airways, 341 F. Supp. at 85. 
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These proceedings, over the course of five years, provided Exxon with ample 

notice of the risks that tankers traveling from Valdez would run and of the consequences 
from a grounded tanker to the communities whose residents ultimately became plaintiffs 
in this litigation.  First, Exxon received notice of the extent to which the economy and 
residents of the proposed tanker route were dependent on the health of commercial 
fishing.  Alaska s Commissioner for Fish and Game testified that: 

The choice of Prince William Sound as the terminus 
will require new and stronger measures on oil spill 
control. . . .  The fish and wildlife resources of Prince 
William Sound are of major importance to Alaska and the 
nation. Presently, the economic basis of the principal 
settlements, Cordova, Valdez and the native village of 
Tatitlek are almost entirely dependent upon these resources. 

Statement of Commissioner Wallace Noerenberg at 87-88.  He further advised that the 
commercial salmon fishery of the area is the dominant factor in the area s economy.  Id. 
at 88.   

The Department of Interior s Final Environmental Impact Statement, developed 
after hearing testimony from fishermen, processors, and residents of the area, further 
explained the importance of fishing to the area. 

For many Alaska communities fish are the sole product 
produced locally and sold outside the area.  For these 
communities, the commercial fishing industry is the 
principal base that supports the remainder of the local 
economy. . . .  

Fishing is of great fundamental importance to the 
Alaska economy, and is a prime segment of the state s 
economic base upon which other industries are built. . . . 
Fishing provides the sole means by which some villages 
produce goods to purchase needed products and services.  
For those villages, there exists no second-best employment 
alternative. . . .  

The economy of [Prince William Sound] depends 
almost entirely on commercial fishing, processing of the 
catch, and related activities. 

Final Environmental Impact Statement at 1:159, 2:400, 3: 370. 

Many witnesses, including representatives of the oil companies, also made clear 
the risks that would accompany transporting oil through the fishing grounds on board 
tankers.  A representative of Alyeska, the consortium of oil companies seeking approval 
of the pipeline, stated that [t]he most serious potential problem with regards to oil spills 
is the possibility of an accident involving a loaded tanker, as the result of collision or 
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grounding. . . .  Statement of L.R. Beynon at 2.  One prescient witness even warned that 
[b]ecause of the tankers affinity for reefs, Prince William Sound waters should be well 

marked with beacons and radar reflectors.  Certainly Bligh Reef should be well marked.  
Statement of James Hatch. 

The oil companies also knew that if a tanker ran aground, effective clean-up 
would not be possible.  The Environmental Impact Statement stated that [l]arge spills in 
Prince Williams Sound would be more difficult to contain, cleanup, and restore because 
of the distances from sources of ships and cleanup gear and the generally limited 
available manpower in the region and that, in any event, [p]resent state-of-the-art 
equipment and techniques for containing and recovering spilled oil can recover less than 
20% of oil spilled.  Final Environmental Impact Statement at 224-25.  This was 
consistent with the testimony of a number of witnesses.  See, e.g., Schimberg Statement 
at 735 ( The fact that Prince William Sound is characterized by numerous islands and 
bays would preclude effective clean-up of any major spill ); Max Blumer Statement at 2.  
( In terms of cost effectiveness, spill prevention is far superior to clean-up ); Clifford 
Barnes Statement at 1 ( No proven and effective methods for handling a major oil spill in 
the open sea or in tidal waters exist. ). 

The testimony before the Department of Interior, the Environmental Impact 
Statement and the Congressional Hearings also provided Exxon with ample notice that if 
a major spill occurred, it would have a disastrous impact on the fishermen and natives.  
See, e.g., Jordan v. Amerada Hess Corp., 479 F. Supp. 573, 576-77 (D. Alaska 1979) 
(summarizing testimony).  Witnesses warned that a major oil spill in the Valdez area 
would cause incalculable disaster to the rich fisheries and wildlife of the Prince William 
Sound area,  Telegram of Seward Chamber of Commerce Board Chair Lynne 
Bardardson.  Others warned  that a large spill would be disastrous to the fishing 
economy of the area, David Schimberg Statement at 735-36; that [a]ny adverse effect 
that marine transportation of oil may have on the Prince Williams Sound fishery will 
have a marked effect on Cordova s economy, and that a major spill could completely 
wipe out the Prince William Sound fishery, Ken Roemhildt Statement at 2-3; and that 
the damages might run to hundreds of millions of dollars.  Anthony Smith Statement at 
39. . 

The Environmental Impact Statement acknowledged the impact a spill would 
have on the fishery: 

The salmon and other fishery resources of Prince William 
Sound would be especially vulnerable to such spills [i.e., 
oil spilled in tanker casualties or transfer operations ]  

Even though tainting of a fishery product might 
occur infrequently and affect only a localized area, a single 
bad experience could adversely affect marketing of similar 
fishery products from adjacent areas over an extended 
period of time.  Such an indirect effect, resulting in loss of 
market advantage, could be more damaging to the 
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fishermen and processor[s] than extensive direct mortality 
of the resource.  Markets once lost for this reason might be 
difficult to regain. . . .  

An acute pollution-causing tanker accident in Prince 
William Sound or other salmon producing area where more 
than a small part of salmon spawn intertidally could have a 
similar effect [i.e. decrease in production of salmon], if it 
were to occur during the period between spawning and the 
out-migration through the estuary.  Salmon from many 
other parts of Prince William Sound, when migrating 
through Hinchinbrook Entrance, would be exposed to the 
increased pollution threat. . . . 

Final Environmental Impact Statement at 1:3, 1:161, 1:206. 

Congressional testimony at the time Congress was considering whether to 
authorize the pipeline echoed the concerns expressed in the earlier hearings.  One witness 
emphasized that a spill of that magnitude [i.e., from a single supertanker casualty] in a 
relatively confined area such as Prince William Sound or Puget Sound, two areas where 
such spills are most likely to occur, could destroy the life of those areas for long into the 
future.  Rights of Way Across Federal Lands:  Transportation of Alaska s North Slope 
Oil:  Hearing on S. 970, S. 993 and S. 1565 Before the Senate Comm. on Interior and 
Insular Affairs, 93rd Cong. 349-52 (1973) (emphasis added).  Congress concluded that 
[o]il discharges from vessels of this size could result in extremely high damage to 

property and natural resources, including fisheries and amenities, especially if the mishap 
occurred close to a populated shoreline area.  Conference Report, H.R. Rep. No. 93-617 
at 28 (1973); see also, Jordan, 479 F. Supp. at 576-77 (summarizing Congressional 
testimony by fishermen and Native Alaskans regarding danger to fisheries). 

Ultimately, the Valdez route for the pipeline was chosen over the overland route 
after the Senate decided (in a 49-49 tie vote, with Vice President Spiro Agnew braking 
the tie) to exempt the pipeline from compliance with the requirements of the National 
Environmental Policy Act.  The pipeline was built between 1974 and 1977 and began 
pumping oil in June 1977. 

As a consequence of this national debate, Exxon was on ample notice that 
(1) maritime transit through Prince Williams Sound presented a substantial risk of a 
major oil spill; (2) that such a spill would have a disastrous impact on the communities of 
the area; (3) that prevention, rather than cleanup, was essential; and that (4) if the 
maritime route were chosen, the oil companies would be expected to be exceedingly 
careful regarding their shipping practices.  The outcome of the pipeline debate was 
essentially a social bargain in which the oil companies were granted permission to use a 
maritime route, but were expected to be extraordinarily careful in doing so.  Alaska s 
governor testified that I expect practices in the Alaska trade to be first, not last or 
average, in world trade in their respect for safety and ecological standards.  Statement of 
Governor William Egan at 20. 
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III. Exxon Knew That a Drinking Alcoholic Captain Presented a Potential for a 

Disaster 

Exxon also knew that alcohol abuse by the master of one of its supertankers 
would adversely affect the tanker s performance and safety, thereby substantially 
increasing the likelihood of the harm about which Exxon had been warned.  The captain 
is the most critical member of the crew and holds a safety sensitive position.  
Tr. 1622:22-1623:1, 2933:21-2934:2 (Iarossi).  Indeed, the captain s main responsibility 
is the safety of the ship, crew and cargo.  Tr. 330:23-331:2 (Hazelwood), 1159:17-25 
(Clark).  Moreover, oil tankers are hard to turn, more like a car on glare ice than a car on 
asphalt . . .  Exxon

 

Valdez, 270 F.3d at 1222; Tr. 1168:13-23.  In light of the severe 
damage that would result from a spill, the tricky nature of turning [such a] behemoth, 
Exxon

 

Valdez, 270 F.3d at 1222, and the dangers presented by hazards through Prince 
William Sound, Exxon knew that transiting the Sound required the judgment of an 
experienced and sober captain. 

Exxon s Shipping s President, its Human Resources Director, and other Exxon 
witnesses acknowledged that a ship commanded by a drinking alcoholic is an unsafe ship. 
Exxon Shipping s President went so far as to acknowledge that a master with an alcohol 
abuse problem commanding a tanker in Prince William Sound was a potential for a 
disaster.  Tr. 1622:24-1623:14.  In other words, Exxon knew the health, welfare and 
safety (not to mention the livelihood) of entire communities depended on Exxon keeping 
sober captains at the helm. 

IV. Exxon Knew About Hazelwood s Alcoholism, Treatment, and Relapse 

One of Exxon Shipping Company s captains was Joseph Hazelwood.  As early as 
1980, Hazelwood s supervisor received reports of Hazelwood drinking on board Exxon 
ships.  Between 1980 and 1985, Exxon Shipping managers and officers received several 
additional reports of Hazelwood violating alcohol and navigation policies.   

In the spring of 1985, a member of Hazelwood s crew registered a complaint 
about Hazelwood s conduct, which prompted Exxon Shipping Company s Human 
Resources Director, Ben Graves, to conduct an investigation.  At approximately the same 
time, Mark Pierce, an Exxon officer who was a friend of Hazelwood, received an 
anonymous call from another officer expressing concern about Hazelwood s behavior.  
Pierce suggested to Hazelwood that he needed to get help.  Graves interviewed 
Hazelwood and reported to management: 

I asked Joe if he ever drank aboard the ship.  He 
commented that he occasionally drank aboard the ship but 
not frequently.  He also indicated that he came back to the 
ship from port drunk on several occasions. 

Hazelwood took a leave of absence and entered a 28-day residential alcohol 
rehabilitation program at South Oaks Hospital.  Exxon Shipping management knew that 
the treatment was for alcoholism.  At the end of the treatment, the doctors at South Oaks 
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recommended that Hazelwood attend an after-care program, get involved in Alcoholics 
Anonymous, and abstain from alcohol for the rest of his life. 

When Hazelwood returned to Exxon in August 1985, Exxon knew that: 

(1) A high percentage of alcoholics who have been through rehabilitation 
resume drinking.  1563:18-1564:22, 1888:13-16 (SER 541), 1916:9-1917:3, 
1939:24-1941:12 (SER 545A-547), 2333:6-24 (SER 650), 2485:18-2486:25, 3632:19-23 
(over half), 3743:20-3744:2, 3832:4-3834:19 (over half); PX2 (SER 117); 

(2) For an alcoholic, total abstinence is required; social drinking is not 
permissible.  1919:13-1920:2, 1940:20-1941:12 (SER 546-547), 1951:2-1952:10 (SER 
551-552), 2059:7-9, 2511:8-25, 2551:15-2552:1, 2560:1-5, 3595:17-25, 3607:12-14; 

(3) Aftercare, participation in AA, and monitoring are required to support a 
person returning from rehabilitation, 1583:4-13, 1624:21-1625:19 (monitoring), 
1930:22-1931:4 (aftercare), 2486:16-25, but it is difficult, if not impossible, to structure 
aftercare, AA and monitoring for ship-board personnel.  1888:21-1891:10 (ser 541-544), 
2907:15-2908:1, 7602:10-13. 

(4) A drinking alcoholic captain presented a potential for a disaster, 
1623:10-14 (SER 519), since the captain is the most critical member of the crew.  
2933:21-2934:2.  See also 1071-20-24, 1626:2-8, 1663:9-1664:12 (risk of collision or 
grounding), 2065:6-8, 2137:12-24, 2485:8-25, 2532:7-15, 2560:6-9, 2911:23-2912:22 
(safety issue), 3615:6-16 (SER 718), 3837:10-3838:4 (SER 733-734). 

Exxon could have fired Hazelwood for the drinking violations he admitted to 
Graves.  It also could have given him a shoreside desk job after he completed the 28-day 
program and requested a return to duty.  Instead, Exxon Shipping s management returned 
Hazelwood to the command of tankers.1  In fact, his return-to-work meeting took place in 
a bar.  339:4-16.  Lawrence Rawl, Exxon s Chairman at the time of the Valdez

 

shipwreck, said that we made a gross error by returning Hazelwood to the command of 
tankers.  Exxon president Lee Raymond agreed that it was not a good policy for Exxon 
to leave a man with a substantial record of alcohol abuse in command of a tanker.  
1562:8-24; PX2 (SER 117); PX197 (SER 219).  As Rawl explained: 

This man should not have been back on the bridge after this 
treatment.  We do have a policy, however, that says if 
employees have a problem . . . you try to get them into 
therapy to recover, but certainly do not intend, and this 
policy doesn t say put them back in critical skills jobs. 

PX2 (SER 117); PX184 (SER 209).  See also, 1583:6-14. 

                                                

 

1 Hazelwood commanded the Exxon

 

Yorktown, part of Exxon s Gulf Coast Fleet from 1985 to 1987.  In 
1987, he was transferred to the command of the Exxon

 

Valdez, in Exxon s West Coast Fleet. 
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The managers of Exxon Shipping who put Hazelwood back in command of 

tankers knew that [t]he first drink [Hazelwood] had after he had been rehabilitated 
[would be] a basis for dismissal.  SER 997.  Hazelwood was told that this was his last 
chance. 

Hazelwood, who returned to duty in August 1985, relapsed no later than the 
spring of 1986.  Hazelwood made no attempt to hide his drinking.  353:2-7.  He drank in 
bars, parking lots, apartments, airports, airplanes, restaurants, hotels, at various ports, and 
aboard Exxon tankers.  In re the Exxon

 

Valdez, 1995 WL 527989 at *5.  Exxon s agent 
in Valdez testified that Hazelwood had a reputation as a sailor who liked to drink.  
2228:5-7. 

At trial, 15 witnesses described at least 35 occasions in the three years between 
Hazelwood s relapse and March 24, 1989 on which Hazelwood drank, usually with other 
Exxon personnel.  Proceedings in related litigation have revealed several additional 
instances that Exxon witnesses covered up when testifying in the 1994 trial of this case. 

According to Exxon Shipping s President, Frank Iarossi, Hazelwood was the 
most closely scrutinized individual in the fleet following his return from alcohol 
treatment.  Iarossi Senate Testimony.  Exxon Shipping Company management, including 
President Iarossi, received multiple reports of drinking and improper behavior by 
Hazelwood following his relapse.  The following are some of the incidents: 

 

In the spring of 1986, an Exxon Port Steward reported to Exxon Port Captain 
Bill Sheehy that he had smelled alcohol on Hazelwood s breath on several 
occasions while on board the Exxon

 

Yorktown, that Hazelwood had fallen 
off the wagon, and that the cure didn t work.  1004:9-1006:7 (SER 434).  
See also 1010:25-1014:9 (SER 440-444), 2490 (SER 559).  Sheehy in turn 
spoke with Hazelwood and relayed the information to Exxon Gulf Coast Fleet 
Manager Dwight Koops, who was directly below the President in the chain of 
command.  2497:1-2498:4, 3618:2-7.  The report was relayed to the President 
of Exxon Shipping, who was told that Hazelwood was acting kind of crazy or 
kind of strange.

  

In May 1988, after Hazelwood s transfer to the command of the Exxon

 

Valdez, the Valdez was in dry dock in Portland.  At that time, Associate 
Repair Superintendent Steve Day heard Hazelwood order beer over a 
walkie-talkie, telling a ship superintendent that we re out of Henry s up 
here.  2172:12-2173:2 (SER 588-589).  The incident was reported up the 
chain of command to West Coast Fleet Manager Harvey Borgen, who 
reported directly to the President of the company.  3720:9-3721:9, 2168:8-12, 
2178:21-2179:18, 2903:22-2904:5.  Borgen, however, did nothing.  
3727:22-3728:3.  Hazelwood also discussed the same incident with Paul 
Myers, who was the Ship Group Coordinator and Hazelwood s immediate 
boss, 373:4-374:15 (SER 378-379), and with an executive from Exxon 
Shipping s home office.  317:23-373:3 (SER 376-378). 
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Five days later, Day and a Coast Guard officer visited Hazelwood at 2:00 p.m. 
so that Hazelwood could complete a Coast Guard form that was required so 
that the Valdez

 
could return to sea.  Hazelwood s eyes were very bloodshot.  

His speech was quite slurred.  His stance was a bit unsteady and it didn t 
seem to me that he really understood or was able to comprehend what was on 
the paper he was being asked to sign.  Exxon Corp. v. Certain Underwriters 
at Lloyd s of London, No. 93-40252 (Tex. D. Ct. May 29, 1996) Tr. at 149-51.  
Day was concerned that he might have to stop the ship from sailing the next 
morning if Hazelwood were not in condition to command the ship.  Day 
reported the incident to Myers.  Id. at 153-57. 

 

West Coast Fleet Manager Harvey Borgen delayed West Coast Fleet Analyst 
Mark Pitman s boarding of the Exxon

 

Valdez to conduct the 1988 stewardship 
review so Borgen could first see whether Joe was in good shape, i.e., not 
drunk.  Exxon Corp. v. Certain Underwriters at Lloyd s of London, 
No. 93-40252 (Tex. D. Ct. May 29, 1996) Tr. at 218-19.  Hazelwood was not 
in good shape.  He was ill-kempt, hair uncombed . . . agitated, loud, 

aggressive . . . pale, haggard, his eyes were bloodshot.  Id. at 219-20.  During 
the meeting, Hazelwood fell asleep in his chair.  Pitman suspected Hazelwood 
was drunk.  Id. at 221-24.  Ship Group Coordinator Myers and Fleet Manager 
Borgen signaled Pitman to just keep rolling, go on with your presentation, 
as if nothing happened, and I did.

  

Shortly before the stewardship review meeting, Pitman also observed 
Hazelwood acting in an erratic manner[,] gesturing and being loud and 
abusive towards Paul Myers.  Id. at 215.  Myers told Pitman he suspected 
that Joe had perhaps gone back to drinking because of his behavior.  Id. at 

215-16. 

 

Whenever the Exxon

 

Valdez docked in Long Beach, Hazelwood would drink 
with crew members in the bar that was their regular drinking spot. 

 

In September 1988, Hazelwood was convicted  for the second time  of 
driving while intoxicated, having driven after consuming ten drinks.  His 
driver s license was revoked.  Thus, at the time of the Exxon

 

Valdez oil spill, 
Hazelwood was commanding one of the Exxon s largest tankers but could not 
lawfully drive a car.  Exxon s agent in Valdez knew of Hazelwood s DUI 
conviction and often gave him rides from bars in town back to the Exxon

 

Valdez. 

 

On a number of occasions, Hazelwood left the bridge of the Exxon

 

Valdez

 

while it sailed through Prince William Sound even though two officers were 
required to be on the bridge.  (Exxon formally acknowledged that this same 
behavior on the night of March 23-24, 1989 was a legal cause of the oil 
spill. )  This behavior became known to others in the fleet, including the Port 
Captain who had recommended Hazelwood to command the Exxon

 

Valdez

 

and the alternate captain of the Exxon

 

Valdez.  1066:12-1067:10, 1111:3-25. 
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Less than two weeks before the grounding of the Exxon

 
Valdez, the ship was 

in San Francisco undergoing repairs.  One night, at 11:30 p.m., a launch left 
the dock to transport Exxon personnel to their vessels.  Hazelwood began 
speaking to Mary Williamson, a crew member of the Exxon

 
Galveston.  

Williamson smelled alcohol on Hazelwood s breath.  Hazelwood was being 
loud and demanded that Williamson convey insulting comments to the captain 
of the Galveston.  Williamson suggested to Hazelwood that [m]aybe in the 
morning if you feel better, you can relay that message.  When Hazelwood got 
back to the Valdez, he radioed the Galveston and hurled a series of curses and 
insults at the Galveston s

 

captain.  Williamson thought something was 
wrong with Hazelwood and reported the incident.  Ship Group Coordinator 
Myers received the report on March 15, nine days before the Exxon

 

Valdez

 

ran aground and three days before it set sail from San Francisco.  Myers did 
not take any action on the basis of the report.  380-382, 2140-2152, 
2192-2198. 

Thus, as the district court later explained: 

For approximately three years, Exxon s management knew 
that Captain Hazelwood had resumed drinking, knew that 
he was drinking on board their ships, and knew that he was 
drinking and driving.  Over and over again, Exxon did 
nothing to prevent Captain Hazelwood from drinking and 
driving.  Exxon repeatedly allowed Captain Hazelwood to 
sail into and out of Prince William Sound with a full load 
of crude oil. 

Order 364 at 47. 

V. The Oil Spill and Its Consequences 

On the night of March 23, 1989, the Exxon

 

Valdez departed Valdez almost fully 
loaded with 53 million gallons of crude oil.  Hazelwood was the captain and the only 
officer on board licensed to navigate through the critical parts of Prince William Sound.  
Predictably, he also was drunk 

 

so drunk that a non-alcoholic would have passed out.  
Pet. App. 87a.  Before boarding the ship, Hazelwood had consumed at least five doubles 
(about fifteen ounces of 80 proof alcohol) in waterfront bars.  Pet. App. 64a.  Once 
underway, with the vessel pointed toward Bligh Reef, a known and foreseen hazard, 
Pet. App. 61a, Hazelwood left the bridge and descended to his cabin, leaving control to 
the fatigued third mate.  Pet. App. 64a.  Shortly thereafter, with the third mate left 
alone to perform both his own job (determining the ship s location) and Hazelwood s 
(commanding the ship), the tanker ran aground on the reef. 

The grounding ripped open the hull, causing the Exxon

 

Valdez to lose 11 million 
gallons of oil.  Wind and wave action spread the oil along 600 linear miles (roughly the 
distance from Cape Cod, Massachusetts to Cape Lookout, North Carolina) and over 
10,000 square miles of the surrounding saltwater ecosystem. 
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Exxon had understood that it would be impossible to contain a spill of this 

magnitude, and its oil spill contingency plan said so.  PX2.  Although it had hoped that 
such a spill would not occur, the far-reaching consequences proceeded pretty well as 
much as envisioned [and] were viewed as acceptable, according to the President of 
Exxon USA.  7172:16-22.   

Exxon was legally obligated to undertake a cleanup effort, 33 U.S.C. § 1321.  But 
Exxon cleaned up only 14 percent of the oil.  See Exxon

 

Valdez Oil Spill Trustee 
Council, Lingering Oil, available at http://www.evostc.state.ak.us/Habitat/lingering.cfm.  
The Senate Environmental and Public Works Committee concluded that the disaster was 
exacerbated greatly by an unreasonably slow, confused and inadequate response by 
industry and government that failed miserably in containing the spill and preventing 
damage.  Senate Rep. No. 101-94 at 2 (1989), reprinted in 1990 U.S.C.C.A.N. 722, 
723-24.  The President s National Response Team deemed Exxon s response to be slow 
and insufficient.  The House Conference Report on the legislation that became OPA 90 
likewise found that Exxon s failure to deal with the spill in the initial days demonstrated 
that the industry s contingency plans in effect for Prince William Sound were wholly 
inadequate.  H.R. Confer. Rep. No. 101-653 at 158 (1990), reprinted in 1990 
U.S.C.C.A.N. 779, 837. 

In fact, there were indications that much of Exxon s effort was on merely creating 
the appearance of an effective clean-up.  Audiotape captured an Exxon official 
demanding cleanup equipment as follows:  I don t care so much whether it s working or 
not but . . . it needs to be something out there that looks like an effort is being made. . . .  
I don t care if it picks up 2 gallons a week.  Get that shit out there . . . and . . . standing 
around where people can see it.  SER 1096.   

Indeed, one book noted that [o]ne Exxon official, a key cleanup strategist who 
asked not to be identified, acknowledged that for Exxon the actual recovery of oil and 
the money spent became secondary to its public image aspects.  The squeakiest wheels, 
the places where people had the most clout, were the beaches that got cleaned, regardless 
of the amount of oil.  Art Davidson, In the Wake of the Exxon Valdez, at 201(1990).  
When Vice-President Quayle visited an island in the Sound, for example, he observed 
hundreds of Exxon workers flushing crude from the beach. . . . Two days later, an 
Anchorage newspaper editor, Paul Jenkins, inspected the same beach and found it empty, 
but still covered with oil.  The army of Exxon cleanup workers had vanished without 
informing either the state or the Coast Guard.  Smith Island s north beach remained 
blighted by oil, Jenkins reported.  All that was left of the cleanup effort were some 
booms and stacks of orange plastic garbage bags.  An oily sheen floated on the water.  
That very day, Exxon s public relations people in Valdez insisted that the cleanup 
workers were still working this beach.  Id. at 199-200. 

In addition to extensive environmental harm, the Exxon

 

Valdez spill caused the 
state of Alaska to close fishing seasons, caused fishing prices to drop, damaged real 
property, and inflicted chronic emotional distress.  The economic harm to the more than 
30,000 class members affected by the spill was eventually quantified at $504 million, 
including $287 million of harm to fishermen in the major fisheries.  472 F.3d at 618-23; 

http://www.evostc.state.ak.us/Habitat/lingering.cfm
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296 F. Supp. 2d at 1099-1101.  With regard to non-economic harm, the district court 
found: 

Exxon s conduct did not cause only economic harm.  
The court of appeals has aptly observed on Exxon s earlier 
appeal that The huge oil spill obviously caused harm 
beyond the purely economic .  In re Exxon Valdez, 270 
F.3d at 1242.  The social fabric of Prince William Sound 
and Lower Cook Inlet was torn apart.  [R]esearch on the 
community impacts of the Exxon Valdez Oil Spill clearly 
delineate a chronic pattern of economic loss, social conflict, 
cultural disruption and psychological stress. 2  
Communities affected by the spill reported increased 
incidences of alcohol and drug abuse, domestic violence, 
mental health problems, and occupation related problems. 3  
Also, several studies found that a high percentage of 
affected fishermen suffered from severe depression, 
post-traumatic stress disorder, generalized anxiety disorder, 
or a combination of all three.4  The spilling of 11 million 
gallons of crude oil into Prince William Sound and Lower 
Cook Inlet disrupted the lives (and livelihood) of thousands 
of claimants and their families for years. 

VI. Why $2.5 Billion is Insufficient 

The Supreme Court will be deciding: (1) under what circumstances punitive 
damages may be imposed under maritime law; (2) whether $2.5 billion is excessive under 
maritime law; and (3) whether Congress intended to eliminate punitive damages in 
maritime circumstances when it enacted the Clean Water Act.     

As to the first issue, Exxon contends that it should not be liable for punitive 
damages unless it directed, countenanced, or participated in wrongful conduct.  It 
contends, in the words of one dissenting Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals judge that Exxon 
merely had the misfortune of hiring a captain who committed a reckless act.

 

                                                

 

2 J. Steven Picou, et al., Community Recovery From the Exxon Valdez Oil Spill:  Mitigating Chronic Social 
Impacts at 6-7, attached as Exhibit 4 to Oesting Declaration, which is appealed to Plaintiffs Opposition, 
Clerk s Docket No. 7501. 
3 Duane A. Gill, Environmental Disaster and Fishery Co-Management in a Natural Resource Community:  
Impact of the Exxon Valdez Oil Spill, in Folk Management in the World s Fisheries 277 (Dyer & 
McGoodwin, eds., 1994), pertinent part attached as Exhibit 5 to Oesting Declaration, which is appended to 
Plaintiffs Opposition, Clerk s Docket No. 7501. 
4 See Plaintiffs Opposition at 24, n.20, for a complete list of the relevant studies, Clerk s Docket No. 7501.  
Pertinent portions of the studies are attached as Exhibits 4 and 6 through 9 to Oesting Declaration, which is 
appended to Plaintiffs Opposition, Clerk s Docket No. 7501. 
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In fact, punitive damages may be imposed against a shipowner for wrongful 

conduct of employees acting in a management capacity.  Here, there is no dispute that 
Captain Hazelwood was acting as a manager.  In addition, as outlined above, 
management personnel above Hazelwood engaged in wrongful conduct by leaving 
Hazelwood in command after they learned of his relapse.  As the Court of Appeals said, 
"the highest executives in Exxon Shipping knew Hazelwood had an alcohol problem, 
knew he had been treated for it, and knew that he had fallen off the wagon and was 
drinking on board their ships and in waterfront bars."  In re the Exxon Valdez, 270 F.3d 
1215, 1223 (9th Cir. 2001).  The fact that a relapsed alcoholic was the captain of the 
Exxon

 

Valdez

 

was not a misfortune that befell Exxon; it was the product of years of 
reckless conduct by Exxon itself.     

As to the second issue, Exxon contends that the $2.5 billion punitive damage 
assessment exceeds the amount permitted for punishment under maritime law.  In fact, 
the amount is less than the maximum punishment permitted by maritime law for the 
following reasons: 

 

Exxon faced punitive damages only once.  In many torts involving a large 
number of victims, each victim seeks punitive damages, subjecting the 
defendant to multiple punishment for what is essentially the same wrong.  
Here, all 30,000 victims were combined into one mandatory class action, 
resulting in one punitive damages award. Consequently, Exxon will be 
punished only once for the harm inflicted on all of the victims of the oil spill. 

 

Exxon s conduct was particularly reprehensible.  Exxon knew from the 
debate over approval of the pipeline that it was expected to be especially 
careful in transporting oil by tanker through Prince William Sound.  It also 
knew that it had to be especially careful with an alcoholic captain.  Even 
Exxon s chairman thought it was a gross error to put Hazelwood back in 
command of tankers.  Finally, as the trial judge noted, Exxon received 
multiple reports that Hazelwood had in fact relapsed and, despite these 
reports, [o]ver and over again, Exxon did nothing to prevent Captain 
Hazelwood from drinking and driving.  Exxon repeatedly allowed Captain 
Hazelwood to sail into and out of Prince William Sound with a full load of 
crude oil.

  

The harm caused by Exxon was extensive.  The harm included over $500 
million of economic harm.  It also included, as found by the trial judge, 
immeasurable harm to the people in the form of severe depression, post-
traumatic stress disorder, generalized anxiety disorder, or a combination of all 
three, as well as a chronic pattern of economic loss, social conflict, cultural 
disruption and psychological stress in the communities impacted by the spill, 
communities whose entire existence and economy were based on fishing. 
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The environmental harm continues.  As noted above, Exxon recovered only 
14 percent of the spilled oil.  According to a 2007 study published by 
scientists with the National Marine Fisheries Service and the U.S. Geological 
Survey, [o]il stranded by the 1989 Exxon Valdez spill has persisted in 
subsurface sediments of exposed shores for 16 years.  This is due to a radical 
slowing in the rate at which the oil has dispersed since 1992.  Our results 
indicate that, at some locations, remaining subsurface oil may persist for 
decades with little change.  The report concludes that the persistence of the 
oil can pose a contact hazard to intertidally foraging sea otters, sea ducks, 
and shorebirds, create a chronic source of low-level contamination, discourage 
subsistence in a region where use is heavy, and degrade the wilderness 
character of protected lands.   

 

The human toll continues.   

o Commercial Fishing 

 

After over 17 years, commercial 
fishing is in the process of recovering from the effects of the oil 
spill, but full recovery has not been achieved.  Exxon

 

Valdez Oil 
Spill Trustee Council, Update on Injured Resources and Services 
(November 2006), available at http://www.evostc.state.ak.us.   

o Native Alaskans -- A leading newspaper reported at the time of 
the tenth anniversary of the spill that Prince William Sound 
residents remain in mourning. . . . [M]any area residents are still 
financially strapped and emotionally scarred.  Gary Strauss, 10 
Years Later, Case Is Hardly Closed, USA Today, Mar. 4, 1999 at 
1B.  At the same time, another publication reported that Indians 
who live along the shore sense that their land has changed for the 
worse.  The Economist, March 20, 1999, at 35.  On the island of 
Chenega, for example, with its beaches still full of oil-soaked 
rocks, villagers now have to boat for miles to find a seal, once a 
staple for food and pelts.  Only recently have they begun eating 
shellfish again.  Kim Murphy, Alaska Struggles To Recover, 10 
Years After Exxon Valdez, L.A. Times, Mar. 20, 1999, at A1.  Plus, 
intangible relationships between many Natives and nature have 
collapsed, says Michael Jennings, a professor in native studies at 
the University of Alaska at Anchorage.  He likens many Natives 
reaction to the oiling of the sea to the way Catholics might react to 
a burning of the Vatican.  The spill haunts people, and that s hard 
to put in dollar terms, says Neil Fried, a state economist who 
visited the sound during the spill.  Diane Solis & Mark Curriden, 
Crude Reminders, Dallas Morning News, Mar. 13, 1999, at 1H.   

 

$2.5 Billion provides inadequate punishment.  Punitive damages are 
intended to punish.  In this case, $2.5 billion represents barely more than three 
weeks of Exxon s current net profits.  In addition, interest on the punitive 
damage judgment runs at only 5.9% under federal law.  In contrast, Exxon has 

http://www.evostc.state.ak.us
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earned two to three times that rate of return on the money that it has been able 
to hold instead of surrendering as punishment.  The difference between these 
two rates means that Exxon has earned far more than $2.5 billion simply 
through delay.     

  
As to the third and final issue, Exxon contends that the Clean Water Act eliminated 

punitive damages.  In fact, the language of the CWA, the legislative history of the CWA, and the 
decisions of courts interpreting and applying the CWA all indicate that Congress intended to 
preserve punitive damages in maritime actions.  


